
G51PRG self-test

1. Suppose a class MyClass has a public static int staticField which is set
to 10 when the class is compiled. We create two different instances of
MyClass and call them tom amd bob. Then we change the value of the
static field by

tom.staticField = 11; // statement 1

Then we ask for bob’s value of staticField:

System.out.println(bob.staticField); // statement 2

Select one of the following answers:

(a) You cannot change the value of a static field, so statement 1 will
cause a compiler error.

(b) You can change the value of a static field, but you cannot access it
via an instance of the class, so statement 1 will cause a compiler error
and you should replace it with

staticField = 11;

(c) Both statements 1 and 2 are fine and what will be printed on the
screen is 10 (because tom and bob have different values of the static
field).

(d) Both statements 1 and 2 are fine and what will be printed on the
screen is 11 (because tom and bob share the static field).

2. Suppose you get an error message from the compiler ‘Can’t make static
reference to method void work() in class MyClass.’ Does this mean that

(a) The method work() is not in MyClass definition.

(b) The method work() is declared as static in MyClass definition and
compiler is complaining about that. continued overleaf

(c) The method work() is in MyClass definition and is not declared as
static. However, somewhere in your program it was called as a static
method, without providing an instance of MyClass: e.g. work()
instead of x.work().

3. Suppose MyClass extends ParentClass. Suppose MyClass has a construc-
tor MyClass(). Consider the following statement:

ParentClass x = new MyClass(); // statement 3

Choose one of the following answers:

(a) Statement 3 will cause a compiler error.
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(b) Statement 3 will cause a run time error.

(c) Statement 3 will not cause any error.

4. Suppose MyClass has a method called work() which ParentClass does
not have. What will be the effect of the following two statements:

ParentClass x = new MyClass(); // statement 3
x.work(); // statement 4

Choose one of the following answers:

(a) Compiler error for statement 3.

(b) Compiler error for statement 4.

(c) Run time error for statement 3.

(d) Run time error for statement 4.

(e) x.work() executed.

5. Suppose MyClass has a field called name which ParentClass does not
have. What will be the effect of the following two statements:

ParentClass x = new MyClass(); // statement 3
System.out.println(x.name); // statement 5

Choose one of the following:

(a) Compiler error for statement 3.

(b) Compiler error for statement 5.

(c) Run time error for statement 3.

(d) Run time error for statement 5.

(e) The name of x printed to the screen.

6. Suppose that workforce is of type ParentClass[], that is, an array of
ParentClass objects. Can we put instances of MyClass in it (given that
MyClass extends ParentClass)? Choose one of the following:

(a) Yes.

(b) No.

(c) Only if we cast them as ParentClass first.

7. Suppose that workforce is of type ParentClass[], but workforce[0]
was created with MyClass constructor. Can we invoke work() method on
workforce[0] (given that ParentClass does not have work() method)?

(a) workforce[0] can’t have been created with MyClass constructor.

(b) Yes, we can: workforce[0].work() will just work.
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(c) Only if we cast it as MyClass first: ((MyClass) workforce[0]).work().
Otherwise it will cause a compiler error.

8. Assume that ParentClass DOES have work() method. Everything else
is as in the previous question. Which answer would you choose now?

(a) workforce[0] can’t have been created with MyClass constructor.

(b) Yes, we can: workforce[0].work()will provide the MyClass version
of work() method.

(c) Yes, we can, but workforce[0].work()will provide the ParentClass
version of the work() method.

(d) No, we cannot.

(e) Only if we cast it as MyClass first: ((MyClass) workforce[0]).work()
will it provide the MyClass version of work() method.

9. Suppose method work() throws OutOfHoursExceptionwhich is a checked
exception (stated in the declaration of work()). Suppose work() is called
by another method, named schedule(). Tick ALL valid options below:

(a) schedule() can be defined to throw an OutOfHoursException itself.

(b) schedule() can call work()within a try block and catch an OutOfHoursException.
Then it does not have to throw an OutOfHoursException.

(c) schedule() does not have to be declared as throwing OutOfHoursException,
and does not have to catch it. Default exception handler will take
care of everything.
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